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Bestselling, award-winning author Karen Robards once again brings us dazzling adventure and
unforgettable characters in a searing saga of passion, seduction, and dangerous love. The tempestuous
saga of Lady Catherine Aldley and the pirate Jonathan Hale that began in Island Flame now continues
in Sea Fire…

What can a beautiful captive say to a handsome, ruthless pirate? Anything but “no.”
     He was her husband, her lover, the pirate who seized her body, then stole her heart. Lady Catherine
Aldley fled England to make a home with the infamous Jonathan Hale in Carolina. But their perfect life was
shattered when Cathy was summoned to England to her ailing father, and discovered that her marriage to
Jonathan was a sham. He was a wanted man, one step from the gallows. The only way she could save him
was to wed her despised cousin, to let Jonathan think she had betrayed their love.
     With a price on his head and vengeance in his soul, Jon Hale led a mutiny aboard the prison ship
Cristobel and recaptured his faithless wife. Cathy could rile his blood as no other. The fire in her eyes
infuriated and beguiled him. Cathy said she hated him, yet melted at his touch even as Jon tried to despise
what he most desired. Then fate threatened to part them forever and Jon risked his life to rescue the woman
he could not live without….
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From reader reviews:

Danny Chamberland:

Book will be written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can recognize everything you want by a e-
book. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important factor to bring us around the
world. Next to that you can your reading ability was fluently. A guide Sea Fire will make you to end up
being smarter. You can feel more confidence if you can know about every little thing. But some of you think
this open or reading the book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they are often thought like that?
Have you searching for best book or ideal book with you?

Jewel Williams:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students as they are still students or that for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for every other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that they don't
need do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Sea Fire. All type of book is it
possible to see on many solutions. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Doreen Wolf:

The actual book Sea Fire has a lot associated with on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of
advantage. The book was written by the very famous author. Tom makes some research previous to write
this book. That book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after reading this article book.

Paul Breen:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Aim to pick one
book that you find out the inside because don't judge book by its include may doesn't work the following is
difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as in the outside look
likes. Maybe you answer may be Sea Fire why because the fantastic cover that make you consider in regards
to the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is actually fantastic as the outside as well as
cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.
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